On Vocabularie8 of Children Under Two Years.
3. The same work was done independently by Professor EASTMAN, of the Observatory, with a like result. 4 . Dr. GRAY, of Harvard College, and Professor THEODORE GILL, of the Smithsonian Institution, liave informed me that their own merely technical vocabularies comprise a very large fraction indeed of thirty thousand words, and hence it appears that the limit of ten thousand words is exceeded in some cases by technical words alone.
5. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which was completed before A. D. 1100, actually contains no less than eleven thousand nine hundred and thirteen words, which were all in use before this date; and while some of these are now obsolete, it is little less than certain that the succeeding seven hundred years has at least doubled the number of words in daily use by intelligent men. The mere introduction of the telegraphll as added scores of words to ordinary vocabularies and steam lias added lhundreds.
For these reasons, and because of otller partial trials, 1 have great conlfidence in repeating my previous coinclusion, viz.: tlat twenty-five thousand words and over is by no means an unusual vocabulary for persons of average intelligence and education.
While I am myself satisfied of the correctness of this result, and while I am also satisfied that an examination of the subject by anly competent personl will lead to the same results, I still desired to carry this research a little fuirther, as I had opportunity. It is plainly a mIatter of great difficulty to form a concordance to the published works of any writer, and the pur'pose in hland is perhaps not sufficiently important to justify the expense of time alld labor. It is. hlowever, possible to determine the actual vocabularies of children while they are yet young, with great precision. Tis I hive done in two cases, which are herewith presented, and I aln able by the courtesy of a fiiend in England to give the same data in another case. In all tlese cases only words are included whicl were actually used during tile twenty-fourtl month of the child's life. The most rigid system of exclusion of all doubtful words has been followed. For example, there are few children who are not familiar with many nursery rhymes, but in the cases presented, no word of such rhymes is included in the vocabulary unless it was independently and separately used, in the same way with the words of daily and common use. In the first two cases the words so excluded are above 500 in number. Again, the names of objects represented in pictures which were known and frequently repeated, are omitted unless they were often spontaneously used or applied to living objects as well. I desire to emphasize the rigor with which words at all doubtful were excluded. I may give still another example of it. In descending or ascending stairs their number was frequenitly and intelligently counted in order from one to fourteen: yet I have only included such numbers as were sepai'ately and independently employed.
I have presented the lists of words ill tile order of their initial lettels, as I at first believed (and now am certain) that tle ease or difficulty of pronouncing a word largely determines its early or late adoption, it being all the while entirely comprehended. Under each initial letter I have divided the words nsed into several classes: 1. nouns, etc.; 2. verbs, etc.; 3. adjectives, etc.; 4. adverbs, etc. 5. all other words. This was done because I supposed that I should mleet with more nlouns tihan verbs, more adjectives than adverbs, alnd that tlis-inequality would be great according to the varying complexity of tle idea. Thus, the idea of a modified action, as "walking easily" is far more complex tllan that of a modified substance, as " red clay." I expected then to find great inequality: tile comparative tables liardly bear this out, as may be seenl by consulting them.
1 am inclined to take it as a result of my inquiry that the ease of prolinuciation, far more than the complexity of the idea, determines the adoption of a word. Tliis is borne out by all the material under consideration. The children under examination were as nearly as possible exposed to similar surroundings. Of the tliree the first [M. [I.] spoke very distinctly always, the acquisition of words was a pleasure, and the total number used up to two years of age was lour hundred and eighty-three. By glancing over the summary of this case it will be seen that the words of easy initial letters predominate, and this is true in all cases. Thus for B there are fifty-three words used, while for L there are but sixteen, or a ratio of three and thirty-one one-hundredths. In the Dictionaries, which represent the vocabularies of adults, this ratio is one and seventy-three one-hundredths, and the difference I attribute to the easy pronunciation of words having initial B. In the second case [M. M. H.] the total number of words is three hundred and ninety-nine. In this case tlle pronunciation of many words was difficult, and they were therefore avoided and easy ones substituted, although the meaninlg of the ones not used was tlloroughly comprellelllded. In the third case [B. K.] there was considerable backwardness in enunciation, although words were comprehended quite as fillv as in the otler cases, and the total inumber used is in this case but one hundred and seventy-two, and great preference is evident for the words of easy initials.
It may be interesting to exhibit the ratios of the various classes of words, Inouins, verbs, etc., in tle various cases, and I append the following To show the effect of easy initial letters in the adoption of words into the vocabulary of a child, it may be interesting to compare the following table, in which the first line gives the order of frequency of thle various letters of the alphabet as initial letters for adults, the second this order for M. H., the tlhird for M. M. H., and the fourth for B. K. In conclusion, I may say that I have the less hesitation in presenting this research in a field to which I am unaccustomled, as I am confident that the facts upon wliich it is based are correct and as I liave given with it sufficient data for those more skilled than myself to correct any erroneous inferences I may lhave drawll. The tables here given seem to me to have more than a mlerely statistical value, as rightly studied they throw much light upon tlle menltal processes of the child, and give us a clue as to tle desires, impulses, and thoughts wlich continually seek and filld expression. Il the course of collecting these data, the comparatively great colmplexity of these processes has been repeatedly and vividly brought before me. It may perllaps be asked why tllese vocabularies were not continued longer in eacli case, as they would thus acquire additional value.
In answer I would say that such a labor would be immense, as from my own experience I should consider it almost ilmpossible to be as certain of tile accuracy of the vocabulary of a child of three years as I ani ill the cases here givei, so rapid is the acquisition of newv words after the early part of the tlird year. 
VOCABULARY OF M. H., Comprising only words USED by her in every day

